STILL HERE.
STILL FIGHTING.
October 19 – October 26, 2018

South Main Artspace Lofts at 138 St. Paul
Avenue in Memphis is pleased to announce
NASTY WOMEN EXHIBIT MEMPHIS –
STILL HERE. STILL FIGHTING.
The Memphis affiliate of NASTY WOMEN, a group exhibition that serves to demonstrate solidarity among
artists who identify with being or support a Nasty Woman in the face of recent and ongoing threats to women’s
rights. NASTY WOMEN EXHIBIT MEMPHIS aims to act as a catalyst for conversation, and echo the platform
for organization after the Kavanaugh Confirmation earlier this month. Opening on Friday, October 19, 2018,
from 6-10pm and on view the following Saturday from 11am-3pm, the exhibit will close simultaneous to Trolley
Night on Friday, the 26th, from 6-9pm. The exhibition invites self-identifying Nasty Women or artists who
support a Nasty Woman to contribute artwork to be sold, with half of the proceeds given to Planned Parenthood.
All submissions are due by Tuesday, October 16, 2018. Artwork can be 2D or 3D, and can incorporate poetry,
sound, and video, with submissions not exceeding a width of 24”.
NASTY WOMEN was the result of an artist’s call for action on social media that was quickly answered and
continues to be shared across the country and internationally. Given the level of far-reaching interest, the
exhibition producers designed a concept that could be easily-replicated by other artists and organizers in their
own communities. In 2017, NASTY WOMEN EXHIBIT MEMPHIS, was one of twenty-five affiliated with the
Queens, NYC NASTY WOMEN Art Exhibition.
In 2018, NASTY WOMEN EXHIBIT MEMPHIS responds to the confirmation of Brett Kavanaugh to the
Supreme Court of the United States of America. Now is the perfect time for artists to let out their frustrations
through art, and use that artwork for positive change. Not only do we want our voices to be heard, but we also
hope the new exhibition will bring more energy to the midterm elections on November 6, 2018. Our exhibit also
serves as a fundraiser to support our local Planned Parenthood. To learn more about submission requirements
and details, visit nastywomenmemphis.com.
The exhibition will serve to cultivate discourse, resistance, and healing within and across communities
increasingly at risk at this critical moment. Join the conversation on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, using the
hashtag #nastywomenmemphis.
Follow us on social media through links found at: http://www.nastywomenmemphis.com/art/social-media/
Submission Inquiries:
http://www.nastywomenmemphis.com/art/submit-work/
Contact:
nastywomenmemphis@gmail.com
Media Inquiries:
Danielle Sumler
nastywomenmemphis.com
901.326.2110
nastywomenmemphis@gmail.com

